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Potter puppet pals the mysterious ticking noise

Hogwarts's crew release their names into a mysterious timed noise, which turns out to be a pipe bomb created by Voldemort. | Summary Drawing Add Parent Guide Summary: Add Advisory Content for Parents » Edit release date: March 23, 2007 (US) See More » Runtime: 2 minutes see full technical specifications » What is the
mysterious timenoise? Not here... Not there... It's kind of... Attractive... Snap, Snap, Severus Snap, Snap, Severus, Severus Snapdoubledor! Snap, Snap, Severus Snape Dumbledore! Snap, Snap, Severus Snap, Dumbledore! Snape, Ron, Snape, Ron, Severus Snap, Ron Wesley Dumbledore! Snape, Ron, Snape, Ron, Severus Snap,
Ron Wesley Dumbledore! Snape, Ron, Hermione Snape, Ron, Severus Snape, Ron Weasley, Hermione Dumbledore! Snape, Ron, Hermione Snape, Ron, Hermione Severus Snape, Ron Weasley, Hermione Dumbledore! Snape, Ron, Hermione Snape, Ron, Severus Snape, Ron Weasley, Hermione Harry Potter Oh! Harry Potter Harry
Potter Yes Harry Potter Harry Potter Oh! Harry Potter, that's me! Dumbledore! Snap Harry Snap Harry Dumbledore Harry Dumbledore Harry Dumbledore! ... Hermione Dumbledore! Snape, Ron, Hermione Snape, Ron, Severus Snape, Ron Weasley, Hermione Harry Potter I Harry Potter Harry Potter Everything: Sing (have?) a long day
song in Hooooogwarts! Yes! Ron: I've found a timed source! It's a pipe bomb! All: Yay! Voldemort Song: * Evil Laughter * Voldemort, Voldemort, ooh voldemort! Northwestern University Wildcats basketball team is having a big year. Not only do they make a splash on the court, making their way to the AP poll for the first time in four years,
but a video of a few team players making a fun video that is going viral on TikTok. The video features a group of re-song players from Potter Dolls fellows video that went viral again in 2007. If you haven't seen the video, it's a low-value puppet show to produce starring hand doll versions of some of the characters from The Harry Potter
World in J.K. Rowling, including Severus Snape, Albus Dumbledore, Ron Wesley, Hermione Granger, and naturally Harry Potter. The video mainly involves characters saying their names over and over while the mysterious timed sound fills the room. It's strange, strange, surprising and surprising ly sour, despite being more than ten years
old, aka eternity in internet years. In TikTok's video, Northwestern University basketball players step into the roles of famous characters, saying their names while swaying their heads in time to the mysterious timely sound. According to an oral history of the now viral video developed by a reporter in the Daily Northwestern, the video was
the idea of the great ranger Birdie Galernik, who played Ron Wesley in the video, filmed at a hotel in Bloomington, and ended about two minutes before the curfew. Galernik posted the video, and the team won University, TikTok was soon going viral. There's a good reason that it caught the attention of the Internet – it's a cute darn TikTok
which is both a quick lesson on internet history and an introduction to a song for new fans who were previously present in the world without the wonders of Potter Dolls pals. One note of caution: If you have never heard the song before, it is a serious earworm. It's much attractive from the home depot theme song, and you'll probably get
stuck in your head, and leave you buzzing, Snape. Snape. Severus Snap for several days on the end and not a magic spell will remove it. @byrdyb travel messages #fyp #potterkids #dumbledore ♬ the original sound - skajsnabns for your security, we sent a confirmation email to the address you entered. Click on the link to confirm your
subscription and start receiving our newsletters. If you don't get confirmation within 10 minutes, please check your spam folder. Contact us on letters@time.com. Share Harry, Ron, Dumbledore, and Hermione as Fellow Sled Potter Doll Potter (aka Harry Potter Dolls Pals or PPP) is a series of videos directed by Neil Cicierega. The series
first began with flash episodes titled Snape's Trouble and Trouble in Hogwarts. The series then became a live puppet show action, debuted with Potter Doll Pals in the potion category and then moved on to the next episode entitled Angst Wizard and then Potter Doll Pals in Mysterious Timed Noise. From there, potter doll pals have taken
off to many videos. PPP's latest videos include Nightmares Harry, Draco Dolls, Jenny, Neville's Birthday and Potter Doll Mates: Apparate!. The latest is the 10th anniversary video of Potter Doll pals in a mysterious timed noise. The fame of potter's dolls' colleagues has led to a personal website just for them. It was created by Neil Cicierega
himself. Hermione Granger's main characters are Harry's doll - his puppet character is a far cry from his book character, more similar to his father's type. Harry's doll is extremely arrogant and often boasts of his superiority over others. In a spiral, he claims that no one can have more testosterone than me! He spends much of his time
singing about himself. He also often insults others, describing Ron fat in several episodes such as Whirlpool and Snape's diary. It is very ironic Hermione - much like her self book, but does not behave as smart as she does in books. They are also less strict about breaking the rules (for example he is a sorcerer swear) as they are when
they became governor. It's more than close to taking the oath of office in The Wizard of Angst, saying, Swish and Flash, this is my favorite. Ron - is much weaker than depicted in books, and works more than harry's friend than in books. In Anxiety Therapist, he tried to hug Harry, something he never did in books, and only once in the
movies. The Doll of Albus Dumbledore, and he is, too. To be very stupid, as in Snape's diary, when he only wrote the letters I, M and S when trying to add a new entry to Snape's diary. In Ron's parents, he spells parents as parants. Although Harry constantly calls him fat, he is no fatter than anyone else. It's just an example of Harry's doll's
cruelty and cruelty to others. Dumbledore - it seems to be crazy, dementia, and is often stripped naked except for his hat during most episodes, which he calls naked time. He also has a long one-minute acquaintance i swear he teaches Harry, Ron, and Hermione. In Ron's disease, he revealed that he is actually a gay robot. Severus
Snape doll as of Whirlpool, he owns something called stick problem, which he uses to get Ron out of the vortex. Snape - Has appeared in every episode except Ron's Parents, Draco Doll, and insanely important Potter Doll Fellows News, and seems to be a little annoyed, as in one episode he had a dream that was beautiful milk. In
addition, Snape's diary shows that Snape has suicidal thoughts because of his lack of popularity and the fact that he is not loved by anyone. (This situation is not helped by Harry and Ron, who often torment Snape, and when reading his memoirs, he seems to find his pain amusing, until the end of the episode when Ron expresses
sympathy for Snape) though, is the least changed of the book series. He often gets 'bothered' by Ron and Harry and apparently lives a frustrating life. Neville Longbottom squash secondary characters Neville - she doesn't have a doll, instead being portrayed as a butter squash with his face drawn on it. Harry, Ron, and Hermione bully him
in the magic section. During his birthday episode, Neville (and cannibalism) was killed by Harry, Ron, Hermione, Snape, and Dumbledore. His ghost appeared later. Lord Voldemort - is nowhere near a threat as it is in books and is often polite to heroes or not recognized at all. He also sang a song called AVADA KEDAVRA!!! in which he
claims that killing people has never been so much fun. In this song, it turns out that the dark master dance can be taken advantage of by the tap! Hagrid - is the latest addition to the cast, appearing in Ron's disease. Although he lives in a cottage based on and has knowledge of magical creatures, as in books, he is portrayed as a dirty,
slow-witted hulk of a man who is prone to beating people. Also, it seems that Harry, Ron, and Hermione don't know him. Haggard's only appearance is in Ron's disease, although he makes a cameo on Neville's birthday, Draco Malvoy's Draco Malvoy-Draco doll, had only one appearance altogether, and was in draco doll. It was actually a
little doll Harry was carrying harry, making a song that mocked Malfoy and eventually put it on the stove and burned it out of Jenny - Jenny appears in Jenny's webisode. Harry finds her openly very attractive and tries to ask So notice how similar she is and her brother looks (Jenny's doll is actually a Ron doll with hair added to hair and
bow.) Jenny doesn't speak in the episode, but is just seen. Cedric - Cedric is different from the rest of the dolls as his face is drawn on the foot. His only appearance is on Neville's birthday. The characters mentioned only Dobby - In Anxiety Wizard, Harry said he had nightmares dobby ate his skin clean off every night. In The Magician
Dobby swears the name in the sworn magician (Sock Dobby.) Argos Welch - in the wizard Ingest Snape names some punishments for his students, one involving a drunken Welch. In Snape's diary Snape said in one of the entries of his diary that Agus said he smelled cauliflower and left no wishing him a merry Christmas. Minerva
McGonagall - In Snape's diary, Minerva reported in entering the diary that she reportedly indicated that Snape had lost a button on his cloak. Lucius Malfoy - In Snape's diary, another entry diary mentions that Snape was late to play golf with Lucius. Snape's parents - in the first entry, snap's diary wrote that he thought of his mother, and
cried. In another one, after argos welch was mentioned left without wishing him a merry Christmas, he thought of his father, and cried. Ron's parents - In Ron's parents, Ron writes to his parents, noting that to them Mr. and Mrs. My Barants, or just my parants. Flash animated episodes annoy Snape: Harry and Ron present themselves and
decide to set to annoy Snape using their trick by attacking him with the trouble. After a while, Snape can't stand it any more and kill them with Avada Kedavra. Snape is then afraid when Dumbledore shows up and sneaks away. Dumbledore steals them thinking they're taking an afternoon nap. The animation ends with Dumbledore dancing
naked, which he calls naked time. Trouble in Hogwarts: Harry, Ron and Hermione all declare their love for something. Hermione likes to learn. Harry loves magic Ron loves Harry. Then, Dumbledore comes to warn that Voldemort is attacking Hogwarts. The animation then moves on to Voldemort who confronts Snape (who is clearly not a
death eater) who tries to kill him with Avada Kedavra, but the talisman fails. Voldemort then kills Snape with the same. Then, Ron escapes and when Voldemort comes, Harry and Hermione do the same. Ron uses the trouble on Voldemort and then runs away. Ron then forms a plan to defeat Voldemort. After luring him to the right place by
playing hide and pursuing him, they use machine guns to shoot him, apparently killing him. Then, magically, Snape shows up and Harry, Ron, Hermione and Dumbledore hug him. Snape is confused. YouTube Class Dosage Episodes: Young Gryffindors turn into a potion class and Sape begins to tell them things he can teach them (some
that are from the philosopher's stone). He continues on this hd for hours, and the things he claims to teach them to get more and more Every time even at the end, he says he can teach them how to 'register hot kids'. Then he refuses to dismiss. Dumbledore comes to ask him for some potions but he refuses to worry witch: while in a bad
mood, Harry insults Ron. He then decides to leave Hogwarts and magic, claiming to see Dobby's nightmares eat his face and also to hate goblins. He orders Ron to fight Voldemort, but Ron is very scared and consults with Hermione. Harry then ends his eccentric temperament with Dumbledore's advice. Mysterious time noise: A timed
noise begins and Snape begins to investigate. Finding anything, he begins to sing, Snape, Snape, Severus Snape over and over again. After each time, Dumbledore seems to be screaming, Dumbledore! Soon, Ron, Harry and Hermione are also booty. Harry and Snape get into a fight, but it's stopped by Dumbledore and Hermione. Then
they cancel hogwarts. Ron finds the source of the mysterious tick, a pipe bomb. Harry, Hermione and Ron laugh at happiness, but Snape and Dumbledore seem to realize what the bomb means. Then it explodes, and everyone explodes. Voldemort then appears and starts ticking with his stick and singing, Voldemort, Voldemort, Oh,
Volde, Volde, Volde, Voldemort! The Magician Swears: Harry discovers that there is a magician who swears and begins to try it out, as opposed to the new Dumbledore rules with Ron and Hermione. Snape discovers them, but Harry screams, expecting the pioneers! And he runs away. They then find Neville, who encourages him to use a
magician who swears, but says his grandmother forbids it. Harry eventually convinces him, but when he says something about Hagrid, Harry claims that Hagrid is ten times the man Neville will ever have, and his orders to leave Hogwarts. Neville unfortunately goes away. The trio then decides to invite Voldemort, who answers his phone
cheerfully until Harry shouts another wizard swears on him, who answers Voldemort what? Boys! If you find out who's calling me, I'll call the Magic Act, and you're going to go to magic prison, and I'm going to kill you because I'm Lord Voldemort. At that moment, Snape and Dumbledore appear, and Snape accuses them of breaking the
rule of the oath. However, Dumbledore denies the rule and Snape goes away angrily. Harry asks Dumbledore about the greatest swearing and Dumbledore tells them 40 seconds long i swear who orders them never to repeat. Soon, they repeat it with (Neville) and insult his mother the school is for the losers: Harry is singing I'm Harry
Potter, the school is for the losers, I'm absolutely awesome... So Snape appears and accuses Harry of potions missing for three weeks. For Harry, all this sounds talkative except when Snape says Harry Potter. Harry punches Snape and plays his saxophone with the back words Harry Potter is gorgeous. Albus Dumbledore lists your good
qualities: the shortest ring to date, consisting of dumbledore appearing once, then disappearing. (This video has been renamed several times. Then Holy **,This video has over 2 million views, sacred *****, this video has over 3 million views, Squeakquel, Potter Dolls Pals: 2012, and finally, Albus Dumbledore lists your good qualities.
Whirlpool: Snape is telling Dumbledore about his dream of being a milkman who is seeing life changing, so Harry kicks him up and screams that there is a magical emergency. They go to Hermione and Duatix, who seems to have trapped Ron. Ron is trapped in an alternate dimension and turns into puberty. Dumbledore orders Harry to
bring his stick problem. He gets Ron out of a vortex, but Ron has already gone into adulthood and become a teenager. Hermione falls in love with him and Dumbledore claims Ron is much cooler than Harry. Ron, Hermione and Dumbledore start dancing until Harry finishes him and casts a spell making Ron rewind in adulthood turning him
into a regular Ron. Harry shouts angrily at Ron saying he doesn't allow anyone to be cooler than he is. Harry dances and sings about his life while everyone stares at him. Ron's disease: Ron gets an lice therapist. Dumbledore advises him to go to Hagrid, Harry and Ron to go to his house, where they find Haggard sleeping, who then
wakes up. After Harry and Ron explain the situation, Haggard begins singing therapy, but Ron can't afford it. Hagrid heals him and then hits him on the head, crushing the lice. Harry then decides to make Hagrid his servant. Hagrid then starts hitting on his orders Hermione, Snape and Dumbledore who gets no effect. Dumbledore claims to
be a gay robot. Snape Diary: Harry finds Snape's diary and brings it to Ron and Hermione. Ron is punished within ten seconds for calling a young adult vampire a romantic novel. Snape's diary is filled with frustrating entries such as his frustrated dreams, Harry, Ron and Welch bullying, Lily Potter's rejection and button. Also, the episode is
accompanied with visions of Snape writing candlelight entries. Harry writes an entry where he claims that Harry Potter is awesome. Soon, Snape finds them and Harry immediately says that Ron stole a diary. Ron says he loved the story of the depression button. Snape then thinks, 'As well as I, Orange One, as well as I do' and shouts. In
the credits, the vision is seen with Snape holding a candlelight diary. Moustache Buddies: Voldemort tells Sape he wants a mustache. Voldemort doesn't want to be any different, so Snape makes getting one with him because snap being a death eater. Snape then asks if he can rollerblade, so he can invite him to his birthday party. Later,
during the class of potions, Harry, Ron, and Hermione are terrified at the sight of Snape's moustache and throw ing random objects at him. Follow the butterflies: (see Easter Egg) Ron's parents: Ron is writing a letter to his parents when Harry comes in. Ron tells Harry he writes a letter to his parents. Harry's going crazy because his
parents are dead and he can't see them. The king then asks Ron if he wants to go home for Christmas. Harry says yes quickly. Harry Potter welcomes you personally. Then harry says to check out his new channel on YouTube. Madly Important Potter Doll Fellows News: Harry discovers from Hermione that he is a puppet, and a man in his
twenties who plays with dolls no less controlled. He then moves on from the puppet rebellions, and states that he will be the new God. Hermione pops and tells Harry to tell the audience about the new YouTube channel. Harry's Nightmares: Harry tells everyone about his worst nightmares, including Snape trying to kill him with a hammer,
the birth of Ron, Hermione trying to kill him also with a hammer, being middle-aged, Voldemort out of his dance, being Muggle. After that, say to say about the worst nightmare in replying a comment or video, subscribe. It ends with Hermione and Ron looking confused. Draco Doll: Harry tells everyone he keeps getting a comment that
there should be a Draco Malfoy doll and makes one. But instead of being one like him, he made a little doll with a picture of Draco's face on it. He then sarcastically sings a song about what Draco loves, and eventually sings it on a stove. Jenny: Harry tells Jenny (who doesn't speak in the video) that he thinks she's hot and bragging to Ron
about how he plans to date her. Ron also says that he is nervous and asks Ron pretending to be Jenny while he practices asking her out, going to the point of kissing Ron almost but stopping in time with words, a complete simulation. Harry sees Jenny again, who sports a new shorter haircut that Harry suggested she get. Harry realizes
the similarity between Jenny and Ron, and becomes extremely confused and uncomfortable, eventually using the curse of murder on himself. Neville's Birthday: Harry, Ron and Hermione are forced to attend Neville Longbottom's birthday party by Dumbledore. In the end, Harry finally tells Neville that the party is destroying my excellent
life! Neville himself activates 'Neville Self-Destruct' and blows up. The chunky remains prove very delightful as everyone begins a feast on Neville's remains. The episode ends with Neville's spirit explaining, it's what's inside that matters, and winking at the camera. Apparate: After learning how to apparate, Harry decides he doesn't want to
walk again, and phones everywhere, even a foot away, or even the same place where he was already standing. Then he sings a song about how much he loves joy. Then accidentally teleports on Ron's head, assuming his feet merge with Ron's head, then they both accidentally apparate under Snape's mantle, Snape with two under his
look like a totem pole, and then the three fall on top of Dumbledore. Magic can solve any problem: Harry says he hates problems, but magic can solve any problem. Ron Harry says Voldemort was trying to kill him(Harry). Harry casts a spell that gives Ron glasses and a stun scar, saying that Voldemort was trying to kill Ron now. Hermione
asks Harry if he wants to study for the N.E.W.T.S., but Harry casts the spell and says now we don't have to scold Sappy Harry for not showing up for three months, but Harry does the spell and says, You mean, my class. He does spell on the audience and we now see everything through the scenery and doll hands. Harry asks if it's cool,
but the camera starts shaking not. Harry answers, what?! What, would you rather be Ron? The camera's got a yes, and Harry says you're swaying me... Ron Daber: Ron arrives at the suit and says hello to Hermione. (Hermione) Ron slaps him and says he was under a terrible curse and Hermione slaps him again. Martial Arts: Snape is
now teaching defense against the dark arts. When he says the name of the subject, Harry arrives in a karate suit and says, Did you say martial arts? Harry then kicks Snape in the face and starts trampling on him. There are new episodes. Live Yul Ball Performances: This is a two-part adventure featuring each of your favorite characters.
There were many songs, including a screw with a puppet e-drive screwing up the sounds of Ron and Hermione. Yul Ball 2010: The live episode that was performed in The Yul Ball 2010, which consists of Snape hosting a Christmas contest with Harry, Ron, and Hermione competing for the crown. Yul Ball 2011: Taking place at the height
of Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2, Harry looks back on the dark points of his life before succumbing to Voldemort. Easter egg if you pause the video of trouble at Hogwarts while Voldemort is cursing Snape, an inverted, five-pointed green star appears in one frame (the spell energy flashes across Snap's face). Clicking on star
opens a bonus video featuring Ron Weasley and Hermione Granger (if it doesn't work with the star, use this link). Easter egg is called follow butterflies, and Ron's features sing while surrounded by butterflies until Hermione appears and castronicis Explodicis, causing Ron's head to blow off. The title, Follow the Butterflies, is probably a
reference to Ron's speaking line in the Chamber of Secrets after Harry and Harry had to follow the spiders. Songs by Afada Kevfra performed by Lord Voldemort. The spell of love performed by Albus Dumbledore. Like Snape performed by Snapvirus. mysterious timed noise performed by the entire cast. Harry Potter! Performed by Harry
with 'Shoobee du Loop' performed by Ron, Hermione, and Dumbledore. Draco loves... performed by Harry Potter. Happy Birthday Hogwarts performed by all Hogwarts students, led by Albus Dumbledore and with words on screen. Apparate performed by Harry Potter. Pantiloon Pooiouspacus Spells (Anxiety Therapist): Snape's Reasons
to Create His 'Greatest Potion' (he's Poothesy in His Ronikos Explodicus (problem with the Hogwarts Easter egg): Causeron's head to explode off his body. Pituitary Shrinkidinkius (Whirlpool): The pituitary gland causes Ron to shrink and thus, undo his development and retreat his puberty, turning Ron into his original character. Avada
Kedavra (Trouble Snape, Trouble in Hogwarts, Yul Ball, and Jenny): The Curse of Murder. Unlike the book/game/movie version of The Spell, it doesn't seem to be as permanent as Harry, Ron and Sape may cast with it, and both simply came back to life without explanation (although Harry's spell didn't see, he just spelled the episode
ended). The talisman requires great training and Sape is unable to cast in trouble at Hogwarts, but in the next episode Harry and Ron are killed with it. Expect Pioneers (magician swears): Used by Harry when he hears Harry Snape, Ron, and Hermione saying the wizard swears. It's not a real spell. A play on the real spell of Patronum's
prediction (and also, on the word the gonad). Neville Self-Destruct (Neville's birthday): Causes Neville to explode, thus killing himself. He came back as a ghost at the end. The magician swears in a magician's circle he swears it was known that the wizards have their own swearing. They are listed in order of appearance: Cauldron bum
Son of a banshee Swish and flicker Voldemort's nipple Dragon bogeys Expecto patronads Rabble Rousers Jiggery-pokery Blast-ended skank Broomhead Hagrid's buttcrack (Harry is offended by this and so orders Neville to leave) Leprechaun taint Unicorn turd Muggle f***ing troll-s**t Floppy-wanded dementor buggerer Dobby's sock The
Elder Swear (Your mother is a f*****ing ******lorem ipsum ********admitem venium **************traguna *******hippopotamus *************Republican ****************ng Daniel Radcliffe *****************with a bucket of ****************in a castle far away where no one can hear you **********************soup! ************with a bucket of
d**************Mickey Mouse *************and a stick of dynamite *******magical ***************************************************************Alakazam!) ؟ لئام كيف  وه  ام  ةرابعو  تيرفع  بعشنم  ليفين : داليم  ديع  ىرخأ ، ةقلح  يف  مئاتشلا  هذه  ترهظ   The Mysterious Noise Awards won the YouTube Comedy Award in 2007. Notes edited parts of the Hedwig
theme are played in the beginnings of most potterdoll fellow videos. An indirect reference to Twilight is made in Snape's Diary when Ron asks about Snape's memoir, Is It A Young Adult Vampire Romance? Dumbledore reveals himself not only to be a robot, but a gay robot, most likely a reference to being revealed as gay by J.K. Rowling.
Colleagues consider the Potter doll a mockery of Harry Potter, and consists mostly of non-ecclesiastical material. Harry's saxophone appears not only in school for losers, but also in the yul ball. Mysterious time noise has over 100. Views on YouTube as of April 6, 2011. Neville often misses potatoes instead of squashing butter nut. In the
first 3 episodes, 2 which was an animation and 1 which was similar to the current series, instead done in sofa and only episodes where the introduction does not appear on the mark, Snape always presents himself as: I Snape, Master Potions. In Moustache Buddies, Harry Potter tells Snape to kill him while things were thrown at him. In
Jenny, Harry describes Jenny as hot, like a stove, like a zesty and beautiful pepper, like a Thomas Kincade painting. Notes and external references links Potter Dolls Colleagues Site Potter Dolls Colleagues Articles Need to Clean Up Out the Satirical Fandom Universe * Reveal: Some of the links above are affiliate links, meaning, at no
extra cost to you, Fandom will earn a commission if you click through and make a purchase. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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